
The Nathan Brown Trio

Praised in the jazz press for his “ability to dig a 
deep groove” and having an aesthetic that “is 
remarkably well-dialed in,” Nathan, as a leader 
or sideman, is a vital and active member of the 
always roiling New York City jazz scene. He has 
played with a wide variety of jazz performers 
from Jon Faddis and Randy Brecker to Wycliffe 
Gordon, Carl Allen and the late Frank Morgan. 
He has performed at most major jazz venues and 
festivals including Jazz at Lincoln Center, The 
Kennedy Center and the Detroit International 
Jazz Festival.

 
That rare bassist who is also an effective and 
inventive group leader, Nathan Brown has 
recorded a pair of widely praised albums. After 
a successful 2012 debut album, Luminescent, with 
a quintet ensemble featuring Wess 
"Warmdaddy" Anderson on alto saxophone (The 
Wynton Marsalis Quintet and Sextet), Nathan 
decided to focus his band leading and composing 
skills on the time-tested trio aesthetic. His new trio 
featuring Felix Lemerle on guitar and Peter 
Traunmueller on drums went on to record This is 
the Moment which was released on Gut String 
Records in September 2017. The new album 
immediately climbed to #20 on the NACC college 
radio play chart and is in current rotation on over 
200 jazz radio programs worldwide including 
Public Radio International’s popular and 
influential Jazz After Hours. Following the album’s 
release, Brown and the trio embarked on a 
successful tour of Australia and New Zealand 
culminating in performances at the Queenstown 
NZ Jazz Festival.  
 
About This is the Moment Brown says: “We 
decided to make a record that tried to answer 
the question: what if Grant Green, Paul Chambers 
and Philly Joe were together in a trio, and 
playing music nowadays?”  
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The Nathan Brown Trio

"The interplay among the three musicians is intuitive 
and zestful." 

 
Pop Culture Classics, Paul Freeman 

 
"... Will have you off your feet doing your happy 

dance! The originals are very melodic and 
accessible to a wide audience. The standards are 
given a fresh sound while relentlessly swinging all 

the way through. This trio has it together! 5 Stars..." 
 

WBAA Purdue Public Radio 
Dr. John Zimbrick, Jazz Cornucopia Host 

 

"The Brown crew knows how to serve it up just right. 
With cool school bopping leading the way, this is a 

cat that easily convinces you to stay out late on 
school nights to dig."  

 
Midwest Records, Chris Spector 

 
"Every so oven a musician and his ensemble come 
along and stamp their name on today’s musical 
landscape. With their new release “This is the 

Moment”, the trio does just that." 
 

Bass Musician Magazine, Valery Amador 
 

"This trio, led by bassist Nathan Brown, 
demonstrates a commitment to the old values of 
‘50s Modern Jazz. The Aesthetic is remarkably 

well-dialed in." 
 

Audiophile Audition, Fritz Balwit 
 

"It was obviously a good time for Brown to emerge 
as a leader. The right time because his material is 
superb and his bass playing is burnished by years 

of gigging and absolutely compelling." 
 

JazzLocal32.com (Auckland, NZ), John Fenton 
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